BACKSTAGE® MAKEUP STATION
FEATURES AND BENEFITS

Wenger Backstage Makeup Stations offer a professional look that can be set up anywhere, easily allowing for the conversion of
auxiliary rooms and backstage areas to makeup studios.

COMPACT DIMENSIONS

GENEROUS ILLUMINATION

Backstage Makeup Station can be set
up anywhere. Tables, countertops,
road cases - whether you need
additional dressing rooms for a large
cast or a quick-change area backstage;
anywhere you can find a flat surface,
you can find a Backstage Makeup
Station. The compact size makes no
sacrifice to the mirror, however,
providing an ample view for any
performer.

Six bulbs provide excellent light for
detailed makeup applications. Wenger
recommends either 60w GE Reveal
incandescent bulbs or 15w full
spectrum fluorescents for clarity and
accurate reflection of skin tones and
makeup colors.
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UNITS NEST FOR REDUCED
STORAGE

CONVENIENT ROCKER SWITCH
Single outlet and rocker switch combination are mounted on the mirror surround.
GFCI protected switch controls just the
lighting, allowing appliances to operate
independently of lights.

Store individual units together when not
in use to incrementally reduce storage
space.

WEIGHS 35 LBS. AND STEEL FRAME
DOUBLES AS CARRY HANDLE

PADDED DUST COVER
Protects the Backstage Makeup Station
when in storage.

With a weight that balances stability and
portability and a large, sturdy handle Backstage Makeup Station is designed
for easy transport by one person to and
from the dressing area.
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ENTIRE PRODUCT UL-LISTED
US LISTED Tested and approved to meet all applicable
building codes and electrical standards
for the US and Canada. Meets NEC
(National Electric Code) requirements.
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